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Preuniflcation of simply typed ‚-terms with respect to the equivalence relation induced
by fi-, fl- and ·-conversion and an arbitrary flrst-order equational theory is useful in
higher-order proof and logic programming systems. In this paper we present a proce-
dure for such preuniflcation, which is based on three transformations and parameterized
by a flrst-order equational uniflcation procedure that admits free function symbols. The
procedure is proved to be sound and complete, provided that the parameterizing proce-
dure is.
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1. Introduction
Typed ‚-calculi are suitable frameworks for succinctly representing logical languages with
bound variables. This is not only because they can be directly and intuitively used to
encode logical terms and formulae, but also because some of them have been turned into
computational realities based on Huet’s notion of preuniflcation of simply typed ‚-terms
(Huet, 1975) in e.g. the logic programming systems ‚Prolog (Nadathur and Miller, 1988),
Elf (Pfenning, 1991) and the generic theorem proving system Isabelle (Paulson, 1990).
Uniflcation of simply typed ‚-terms was studied in Gould (1966), Guard (1964) and
Pietrzykowski and Jensen (1976) before Huet introduced preuniflcation. Snyder and Gal-
lier (1989) extended the transformational approach of Martelli and Montanari (1982) and
re-examined uniflcation of simply typed ‚-terms. Uniflcation of simply typed ‚-terms is
in general undecidable (Goldfarb, 1981).
In order to enhance expressiveness, Breazu-Tannen (1988) extended simply typed
‚-calculus with flrst-order equational theories. For developing a higher-order proof or
logic programming system in such an extended calculus, we might use higher-order E-
uniflcation, i.e. uniflcation of simply typed ‚-terms with respect to the equivalence re-
lation induced by fi-, fl- and ·-conversion and a flrst-order equational theory E. The
uniflcation problem ‚xy:+ (x; y) =? ‚xy:+ (y; F (x)) with a free variable F , for example,
is not uniflable in the pure simply typed ‚-calculus, but has a higher-order E-unifler
fF 7! ‚z:zg in a calculus extended with the flrst-order equation +(X;Y ) = +(Y;X).
y This paper is an extended and revised version of the paper \Higher-order E-uniflcation for arbitrary
theories", which appeared in Proc. Joint Int. Conf. and Symp. on Logic Programming, Nov. 1992, MIT
Press.
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Siekmann (1984) was the flrst to suggest the study of higher-order E-uniflcation. Wol-
fram (1991, 1993) studied some general properties of higher-order E-uniflcation. (Note
that the equational theories E in Wolfram (1991, 1993) may be higher-order.) In the
spirit of \universal uniflcation" Gallier and Snyder (1988) and Snyder (1990) presented a
transformation-based higher-order E-uniflcation procedure, where the presentation of E
itself is used in the uniflcation process. Dougherty and Johann (1992) provided a com-
binatory logic approach to higher-order E-uniflcation in the restricted case when E is
convergent.
Following the idea of combining uniflcation and matching procedures for disjoint flrst-
order equational theories (Baader and Schulz, 1992; Boudet, 1990; Boudet et al., 1989;
Herold, 1986; Kirchner, 1985; Nelson and Oppen, 1979; Nipkow, 1989; Schmidt-Schau…,
1989; Tid¶en, 1986 and Yelick, 1987), Nipkow and Qian (1991) proposed a transformation-
based modular higher-order E-uniflcation procedure, which is parameterized by a com-
plete flrst-order E-uniflcation procedure admitting arbitrary free constants. The derived
procedure for preuniflcation is proved there to be complete for collapse-free regular E,
and the completeness of the procedure for the full higher-order E-uniflcation is likewise
established for regular E.
The current paper presents a new transformation-based modular higher-order E-pre-
uniflcation procedure for arbitrary flrst-order equational theories E. The central idea here
is to push as much of the uniflcation task as possible into a parameterizing procedure.
The price paid is that the parameterizing procedure must admit not only free constants
but also arbitrary free function symbols, i.e. function symbols which do not occur in E.
(In the current paper, \constants" are \function symbols" of base types.) However, this
is not a signiflcant restriction because the problem of extending flrst-order E-uniflcation
procedures to handle arbitrary free function symbols has been solved elsewhere (Boudet,
1990; Boudet et al., 1989 and Schmidt-Schau…, 1989). We prove (in Section 5) that under
a special control strategy the procedure we present here is (higher-orderE-preuniflcation)
complete, provided that the parameterizing procedure is complete.
The method of pushing as much computation of higher-order E-uniflcation as possible
into the parameterizing flrst-order E-uniflcation procedure has several advantages. The-
oretically, it provides a clean separation of flrst-order E-uniflcation from its higher-order
extension. It always coincides with the parameterizing procedure on flrst-order uniflca-
tion problems. In practice, it allows us to make use of e–cient flrst-order E-uniflcation
procedures resulting from the intensive research in the recent years (cf. e.g. Baader and
Siekmann (1993) and Jouannaud and Kirchner (1991)), and thus might be useful in some
real applications for special equational theories E in higher-order theorem proving and
logic programming.
To give a rough impression of how our new procedure works, consider the equational
theory E of Boolean rings with the usual function symbols 0; 1;+ and ⁄ (cf. e.g. Martin
and Nipkow (1988)), and the uniflcation problem ‚x:F (x) =? ‚x:F (x)⁄G(x)⁄x, where F
and G are free variables. Note that ⁄ is commutative and idempotent. Our procedure
performs the following steps.
1. Construct an underlying flrst-order uniflcation problem by replacing F (x) by a new
variable X and G(x) by a new variable Y . The result is ‚x:X =? ‚x:X ⁄ Y ⁄ x.
2. Regard the ‚-binder ‚x as an unary function symbol and the bound variable x as a
constant. Note that ‚x:X may now be written as ‚x(X) and ‚x:X ⁄Y ⁄x as ‚x(X ⁄
Y ⁄x). Then use a complete parameterizing uniflcation procedure for Boolean rings
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to compute an E-unifler, say fX 7! Z1⁄x⁄Z2; Y 7! Z1g, of ‚x(X) =? ‚x(X ⁄Y ⁄x),
where Z1 and Z2 are new variables.
3. Replace, in the computed E-unifler, the variable X by F (x), the variable Y by G(x),
and the newly introduced variables Z1 and Z2 by Z 01(x) and Z
0
2(x), respectively,
where Z 01 and Z
0
2 are new variables. Finally, put the ‚-binder ‚x at the outermost
position of each side of \ 7!". The resulting mapping f‚x:F (x) 7! ‚x:Z 01(x) ⁄ x ⁄
Z 02(x); ‚x:G(x) 7! ‚x:Z 01(x)g is a higher-order E-unifler of the original problem.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews basic deflnitions. The new pro-
cedure is presented in Section 3. The soundness result of the new procedure is proved
in Section 4 and the completeness result in Section 5. Section 6 presents an example of
the use of our procedure. All transformations and a control strategy deflned through this
paper are listed again in Appendix ?? for easy reference.
2. Basic Notations and Properties
We assume all standard notions of simply typed ‚-calculus in e.g. Hindley and Seldin
(1986). In this section we just introduce the terminology, notations and assumptions, and
deflne some non-standard notions for the current paper.
2.1. simply typed ‚-calculus
Let us use T0 to denote the set of base types and T to denote the set of types obtained
from T0 by closure under !. We may write fi1 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! fin ! fl, fin ! fl or fi ! fl for
(fi1 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ (fin ! fl)) when fl 2 T0. For each fi 2 T , Cfi and Vfi denote pairwise disjoint
denumerable sets of function symbols and variables, respectively. Let C = Sfi2T Cfi and
V = Sfi2T Vfi. The set of atoms is A = C [ V. We also write Afi for Cfi [ Vfi.
For a type fi 2 T we use Lfi to denote the set of all terms of type fi. If t 2 Lfi, we
may also use ¿(t) to denote the type fi. We deflne L = Sfi2T Lfi. Terms of the form (s t)
are called applications, terms of the form ‚x:s are called abstractions and an occurrence
of ‚x in an abstraction is called a ‚-binder. The term (: : : (a t1) : : : tn) may be written
as a(t1; : : : ; tn), a(tn) or a(t), and ‚x1: ¢ ¢ ¢‚xk:t may be written as ‚xk:t or ‚x:t when
t is not an abstraction. Occurrences of x or t in the same context always denote the
occurrences of the same xk or tn, respectively. In ‚x:t, every subterm in t is said to be
covered by ‚x. In a(: : : ; t; : : :), every subterm in t is said to be covered by a. If a subterm s
of a term t satisfles a certain condition and is not within another subterm of t satisfying
the condition, then s is called a maximal subterm satisfying the condition.
A term context is a term constructed by the sets (Vfi)fi2T of variables and the sets
(Cfi [ f4g)fi2T of function symbols, where 4 is a symbol not in V [ C and may occur
at most once. We write u[4] for a term context, and u[t] for the result of replacing the
symbol 4 in u[4] by a term t of an appropriate type.
Let =fi denote fi-conversion. For notational simplicity, terms are only compared modulo
fi-conversion in the current paper. For example, if we say that two terms s and t are
syntactically identical, i.e. s = t, then we mean that they are syntactically identical
modulo fi-conversion, i.e. s =fi t.
We always assume that within a single term, no variable occurs both bound and free.
The set of all bound variables in a syntactic object O is denoted by BV(O) and that of
all free variables in O is denoted by FV(O). We use C(O) and A(O) to denote the sets
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of all function symbols and of all atoms in O, respectively. An atom is said to be new if
it has not been used before. A bound variable in a term may occur in a ‚-binder or as a
subterm. A subterm consisting of a bound variable is called a bound variable subterm.
For X 2 ffl; ·; fl·g, let ¡!X denote one step X -reduction, and =X denote the equiva-
lence relation induced by ¡!X . For a term t and any X 2 ffl; ·; fl·g, we use t#X to denote
the unique X -normal term such that t¡!⁄X t#X . If t is a fl-normal term, then t must
be of the form ‚x:a(tn) with a 2 A and each ti a fl-normal term. The atom a is called
the head of t and denoted by H(t). A fl-normal term t is called °exible if H(t) 2 FV(t)
and rigid otherwise. A fl-normal term ‚x:a(tn) is called long if a(tn) is of a base type
and all t1; : : : ; tn are long. Let t"· denote the unique long fl-normal term obtained by
·-expanding a fl-normal term t. For notational simplicity, we may use a single (free or
bound) variable x to denote its long fl-normal form x"·. From now on, all terms are long
fl-normal, unless stated otherwise.
A substitution ¾ is denoted by fX1 7! t1; : : : ; Xn 7! tng or fXn 7! tng with Xi 2 V,
ti 2 L, ¿(Xi) = ¿(ti), i = 1; : : : ; n. The domain of ¾ is deflned as D(¾) = fX1; : : : ; Xng,
and the set of introduced variables as I(¾) = FV(t1)[ ¢ ¢ ¢ [FV(tn). For a substitution ¾
and a term t, we use ¾(t) to denote the application of ¾ to t, where it is always assumed
that all bound variables in t have been renamed via fi-conversion so that BV(t)\I(¾) = ;,
in order to avoid capture of free variables of I(¾) in the application of ¾ to t. Furthermore,
it is assumed that BV(t) \ D(¾) = ;. Hence, ¾(‚x:s) = ‚x:¾(s) holds automatically for
every term s. The composition of substitutions is deflned by (¾µ)(X) = ¾(µ(X)) for every
X 2 V. The union ¾ [ µ is deflned as
(¾ [ µ)(X) =
8<:¾(X) if X 2 D(¾)µ(X) if X 2 D(µ)
X otherwise,
provided D(¾)\D(µ) = ;. If W µ V, then the restriction ¾jW of ¾ to the variables in W
is the substitution deflned by ¾jW(X) = ¾(X) for X 2 W and ¾jW(X) = X otherwise. A
substitution ¾ is said to be away from W if I(¾)\W = ;. It is normalized if ¾(X) is long
fl-normal for each X 2 D(¾). In the rest of this paper a substitution is always assumed
to be normalized, unless stated otherwise. In fact, if ¾ is a normalized substitution and t
a long fl-normal term, then ¾(t)#fl is long fl-normal. In the sequel, ¾(t) always stands for
¾(t)#fl .
In order to avoid explicit fi-conversion steps in a uniflcation process, terms might be
represented by de Bruijn representations. For notational simplicity, however, we use a
direct representation of terms. Assume an inflnite list of distinct new bound variables
for every type. A term is said to be fi-converted if each ‚-binder in the term always
uses from the appropriate bound variable list the flrst bound variable that has not been
used by other covering ‚-binders. For example, ‚y1:f(‚y2:‚y3:y2; ‚y2:y2) is fi-converted,
provided that f is of the type (fi ! fi ! fi) ! (fi ! fi) ! fl and y1; y2; y3; : : : is
the given list of bound variables of type fi. Note that an fi-converted term may contain
several occurrences of the same ‚-binder, but none of them covers the other. From now
on, terms are always assumed to be fi-converted.
In the rest of this paper, we use fi, fl and ° to denote types, s, t, u, v, l and r terms,
c, d, f and g function symbols, a and b atoms, x, y and z bound variables, X, Y , Z, F ,
G and H free variables, and ¾, µ and · substitutions.
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2.2. first-order equational theories
The function symbols in
S
ffl1;:::;fln;flgµT0 Cfln!fl and the variables in
S
fl2T0 Vfl are
called flrst-order. All other function symbols and variables are called higher order. A
flrst-order term is either a flrst-order variable or a term of the form f(sn) where f is
a flrst-order function symbol and every si for 1 • i • n is flrst-order. A term is called
higher-order if it is not flrst-order. A syntactic object is called flrst-order if it contains
only flrst-order terms. An unordered pair l ’ r of terms l and r of the same type is
called an equation. A set of equations is called an equational theory. We flx an arbitrary
flrst-order equational theory E for the rest of this paper.
In order to deflne a so-called E-equivalence relation on all terms, we flrst deflne a
variant of a flrst-order equation. Let l ’ r be a flrst-order equation with FV(l ’ r) =
fXng. Assume that y1; : : : ; yk are distinct variables. Let s and t be the results of replacing
all occurrences of Xi in l and r, respectively, by Hi(yk), 1 • i • n, where H1; : : : ; Hn are
distinct new variables such that Xi and Hi(yk) are of the same type. Then ‚yk:s ’ ‚yk:t
is called a variant of l ’ r. Note that the terms in a variant of a flrst-order equation may
be higher order. For example, ‚x:f(G1(x)) ’ ‚x:g(G1(x); H1(x)) and ‚xy:f(G2(x; y)) ’
‚xy:g(G2(x; y); H2(x; y)) are two variants of f(X) ’ g(X;Y ).
We deflne E-equivalence =E to be the smallest equivalence relation on L including
u[¾(s)] =E u[¾(t)] for all term contexts u[4], all variants ‚yk:s ’ ‚yk:t of all equations
in E and all substitutions ¾ such that ‚y1; : : : ; ‚yk are all of the ‚-binders in u[4]
covering 4. For example, if E contains the equation f(X) ’ g(X;Y ), then
‚x:h1(‚y:h2(f(x); ‚z:z)) =E ‚x:h1(‚y:h2(g(x; h3(y)); ‚z:z))
holds. To see this we need only to instantiate the above deflnition for the term context
‚x:h1(‚y:h2(4; ‚z:z)), the variant ‚xy:f(G2(x; y)) ’ ‚xy:g(G2(x; y); H2(x; y)) and the
substitution fG2 7! ‚xy:x;H2 7! ‚xy:h3(y)g.
For a set P of terms, we use …E(P ) to denote the partition of P with respect to =E ,
i.e. …E(P ) = fP1; : : : ; Png, where P1; : : : ; Pn are nonempty and pairwise disjoint subsets
of P such that s =E t for s; t 2 P ifi s; t 2 Pi for some 1 • i • n.
We use =fl·E to denote the equivalence relation induced by E-equivalence and fl·-
reduction.
Lemma 2.1. (Breazu-Tannen, 1988) For any terms u and v, which need not be long
fl-normal terms, u =fl·E v holds if and only if (u#fl)"· =E (v#fl)"· holds.
Remember that we consider only long fl-normal terms and normalized substitutions in
this paper. Thus, due to the above lemma, we need only to consider =E instead of =fl·E .
The following lemma asserts that explicit fi-conversion is not needed in proving E-
equivalence of fi-converted terms.
Lemma 2.2. If u and v are two fi-converted terms and u =E v holds, then u =E v can
be proved without using fi-conversion.
Proof. Let u and v be two fi-converted terms such that u =E v holds. We flrst assume
that u =E v is induced by one application of an equation inE. Then we have u =fi u0[¾(s)]
and u0[¾(t)] =fi v for a term context u0[4], a substitution ¾ and a variant ‚yk:s ’ ‚yk:t
of some equation in E, where ‚y1; : : : ; ‚yk are all of the ‚-binders in u0[4] covering 4 in
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that order. Thus u is of the form u00[u1] and v of the form u00[v1], where u0[4] =fi u00[4],
¾(s) =fi u1 and ¾(t) =fi v1.
Let ‚z1; : : : ; ‚zk be all of the ‚-binders in u00[4] covering 4. Assume that s0 and t0 are
the results of replacing all occurrences of yi in s and t, respectively, by zi, i = 1; : : : ; k.
Then ‚zk:s0 ’ ‚zk:t0 is a variant of the same equation in E as ‚yk:s ’ ‚yk:t.
Note that s and t contain no ‚-binders. Note also that every °exible subterm in s and t
is of the form X(yk) and every bound or free variable in s and t occurs inside a °exible
subterm. Therefore, s0 or t0 have the same properties except that every °exible subterm
X(yk) in s and t is replaced by X(zk) in s0 and t0.
Construct a substitution ¾0 such that D(¾0) = D(¾) and ¾0(X) is the fi-converted form
of ¾(X) for each X 2 D(¾). Since ‚z1; : : : ; ‚zk are the ‚-binders in u00[4] covering 4,
¾0(X) must be of the form ‚zk: ¢ ¢ ¢, and u00[¾0(s0)] and u00[¾0(t0)] must be the fi-converted
forms of u0[¾(s)] and u0[¾(t)], respectively. This means that ¾0(s0) must be identical to u1
and ¾0(t0) to v1. Thus we have
u = u00[u1] = u00[¾0(s0)] =E u00[¾0(t0)] = u00[v1] = v:
Since u00[¾0(s0)] =E u00[¾0(t0)] follows directly from the deflnition of E-equivalence and
does not use fi-conversion, the proof of u =E v can be performed without using fi-
conversion.
In general, if u =E v holds, then there is a derivation u = u1 =fi=E=fi u2 =fi=E=fi
¢ ¢ ¢ =fi=E=fi um = v, where each ui =fi=E=fi ui+1 means that ui+1 can be obtained
from ui by one fi-conversion step, then one application of an equation in E and flnally
again one fi-conversion step. Without loss of generality, we may assume that all ui are
fi-converted. By the above discussion we have u = u1 =E u2 =E ¢ ¢ ¢ =E um = v, where
each =E can be proved without using fi-conversion. Thus u =E v can be proved without
using fi-conversion. 2
For a variable setW µ V, two substitutions ¾ and µ are said to be E-equivalent on W,
denoted as ¾ =E µ [W], if ¾(X) =E µ(X) for each X 2 W. A substitution ¾ is said
to be more general than a substitution µ on W, denoted as ¾ •E µ [W], if there is
a substitution ‰ such that ‰¾ =E µ [W]. The variable set W may be omitted if it is
precisely V.
A substitution ¾ is called idempotent if ¾¾ =E ¾. A substitution ¾ is idempotent
whenever D(¾)\I(¾) = ;. For any substitution ¾ and any flnite variable setW containing
D(¾), there always exists an idempotent substitution ¾0 such that D(¾0) \ I(¾0) = ;,
D(¾) = D(¾0), ¾ •E ¾0 [W] and ¾0 •E ¾ [W]. We will always restrict our attention only
to such idempotent substitutions ¾0 without loss of generality.
Function symbols not occurring in E are called free (with respect to E). We assume
that for every type fi 2 T , the set Cfi contains inflnitely many free function symbols. In
particular, the set Cfln!fl with ffl1; : : : ; fln; flg 6µ T0 contains only free function symbols.
2.3. viewing some higher-order terms as first-order terms
A °exible subterm H(xk) of a term t is called trivial if the ‚-binders ‚x1; : : : ; ‚xk are
all its covering ‚-binders occurring top-down in that order; otherwise, the subterm is
called proper. For example, in the term
‚x:f(‚y:f(F (x; y); G(x); F (y; x)); F (x; a); G(x));
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F (x; y) and the second G(x) are trivial °exible subterms whereas F (y; x), F (x; a) and
the flrst G(x) are proper °exible subterms.
Terms that only contain trivial °exible subterms can be regarded as flrst-order in the
following way.
(i) Each bound variable subterm not inside a °exible subterm may be directly viewed
as a free function symbol of the same type.
(ii) Each ‚-binder may be regarded as a unary free function symbol of an appropriate
type, where all occurrences of the same ‚-binder with the same appropriate type
are regarded as occurrences of the same function symbol. For example, the terms
‚x:f(x) and ‚x:g(x), where ¿(f) = fi ! °, ¿(g) = fi ! fl and ¿(x) = fi, may
be viewed as ‚xfi;°(f(x)) and ‚xfi;fl(g(x)), respectively, where each bound variable
subterm x is directly viewed as a function symbol of type fi, ‚xfi;° as a whole
denotes a function symbol of type ° ! (fi ! °) and ‚xfi;fl as a whole denotes a
function symbol of type fl ! (fi! fl).
(iii) Each function symbol may be regarded as flrst-order in a flrst-order many-sorted
signature SIG = (S; (Fw;s)w2S⁄;s2S) constructed from the simply typed ‚-calculus
such that the set S of sorts is T and the set Ffi1¢¢¢fin;fl of functions of each type
fin ! fl is Cfin!fl . Remember that function symbols of difierent types are assumed
to be distinct.
(iv) Every trivial °exible subterm may be viewed as a free variable of the same type. For
example, the term ‚x:f(F (x)) with ¿(f) = fi ! °, ¿(F ) = fi ! fi and ¿(x) = fi
may be viewed as ‚xfi;°(f(Y )), where Y is a free variable of type fi.
Indeed, it will become clear later that the \top layer" of a term can always be viewed
as a flrst-order term with respect to the signature SIG.
2.4. maximal flexible subterms
To obtain the \top layer" of a term, maximal proper °exible subterms should be
replaced by trivial °exible subterms. In doing this, identical maximal °exible subterms
covered by difierent ‚-binders are distinguished. For a term u, we use PMFS(u) to
denote the set of all pairs of maximal °exible subterms of u and their corresponding
lists of covering ‚-binders. Let † denote the empty list. Formally, we deflne PMFS(u) =
PMFSh†; ui, where PMFS is the following top-down procedure:
PMFSh‚ym; F (sn)i = fh‚ym; F (sn)ig
PMFSh‚ym; ‚y:si = PMFSh‚ymy; si
PMFSh‚ym; a(sn)i =
[
i=1;:::;n
PMFSh‚ym; sii if a 2 C [ fymg and n > 0
PMFSh‚ym; ai = ; if a 2 C [ fymg:
By the above deflnition, each pair h‚xk; si in PMFS(u) stems from one or more
subterms identical to s in u, which are covered by the ‚-binders ‚x1; : : : ; ‚xk top-down
in that order and not inside a subterm from which another pair in PMFS(u) stems.
We call all subterms from which a pair h‚xk; si in PMFS(u) stems, maximal °exible
h‚xk; si-occurrence in u. Consider for example the term
u0 = ‚xy:h(F (x); ‚z:F (x); G(F (x)):
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Then we have
PMFS(u0) = fh‚xy; F (x)i; h‚xyz; F (x)i; h‚xy;G(F (x))ig:
There are three subterms in u0 that are identical to F (x). The flrst one is a maximal °ex-
ible h‚xy; F (x)i-occurrence and the second a maximal °exible h‚xyz; F (x)i-occurrence.
The third one is not a maximal °exible h‚xk; si-occurrence at all, since it occurs inside
a maximal °exible h‚xy;G(F (x))i-occurrence.
We deflne MFS(u) = fs j h‚x; si 2 PMFS(u)g. For notational simplicity, we write
PMFS(sn) or PMFS(fsng) for
S
1•i•n PMFS(si). For sets P1; : : : ; Pn of terms, we
write PMFS(fPng) for
S
1•i•n PMFS(Pi). The notation MFS(sn) is deflned simi-
larly.
For a term u with PMFS(u) = fh‚x1k1 ; s1i : : : h‚xnkn ; snig, and for terms t1; : : : ; tk
such that si and ti are of the same type, i = 1; : : : ; n, a conditional mapping ` is deflned
as fh‚xnkn ; sn 7! tnig, and the application `(u) as the result of simultaneously replacing
every maximal °exible h‚xiki ; sii-occurrence in u by ti, i = 1; : : : ; n. For example, for the
above term u0, if
` = fh‚xy; F (x) 7! H1(x; y)i; h‚xyz; F (x) 7! H2(x; y; z)i; h‚xy;G(F (x)) 7! H3(x; y)ig;
then
`(u0) = ‚xy:h(H1(x; y); ‚z:H2(x; y; z); H3(x; y)):
A conditional mapping fh‚xnkn ; sn 7! tnig may be written as a mapping fsn 7! tng if
si = sj for 1 • i; j • n always implies i = j.
Before giving a property of conditional mappings, we flrst review a lemma in Breazu-
Tannen (1988).
Lemma 2.3. Let u and v be terms, where s1; : : : ; sn are all maximal subterms in u or v
whose head symbols are not in C(E). Assume that u0 and v0 are the terms obtained from u
and v, respectively, by replacing each subterm si with a new variable Yi, i = 1; : : : ; n, in
such a way that Yi = Yj ifi si =E sj. Then u =E v if and only if u0 =E v0.
Now a property of conditional mappings may be formulated as the following lemma.
Intuitively, the lemma reflnes Lemma 2.3 by the fact that no E-equivalence of any sub-
terms covered by difierent lists of ‚-binders need to be used in proving the E-equivalence
of two terms.
Lemma 2.4. Let u and v be terms with PMFS(u; v) = fh‚xnkn ; unig. Let ` be a con-
ditional mapping fh‚xnkn ; un 7! Ynig with new variables Y1; : : : ; Yn such that Yi = Yj if
and only if xiki = x
j
kj
and ui =E uj. Then u =E v if and only if `(u) =E `(v).
Proof. Let Q1 be an arbitrary multiset of sets of terms. Then a sequence Q1; Q2; : : :
can be nondeterministically constructed by Qi+1 = (Qi ¡ fPg) [ fP1; : : : ; Pmg for some
P 2 Qi such that either
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1. P = f‚x:a(s1m); : : : ; ‚x:a(skm)g for a free function symbol or a bound variable a,
and Pi = f‚x:s1i ; : : : ; ‚x:ski g for i = 1; : : : ;m, or
2. there is ‚x:a(¢ ¢ ¢) 2 P with a 2 C(E), and fP1; : : : ; Pmg = …E(R) for the set
R = f‚x:r j r is a maximal subterm in P whose head symbol is not in C(E)g:
Since the number of atomic subterms in Qi+1 is always strictly smaller than that in Qi,
the construction can only be repeated flnitely many times. Let us use ml(Q1) to denote
the maximum of the lengths of all such sequences issuing from Q1.
Assume that PMFS(Q1) = fh‚ynkn ; tnig and ` = fh‚ynkn ; tn 7! Ynig where Y1; : : : ; Yn
are new variables such that Yi = Yj ifi yiki = y
j
kj
and ti =E tj . Now we prove by
induction on ml(Q1) the following assertion: for every P 2 Q1, s =E t holds for all
s; t 2 P if and only if `(s) =E `(t) holds for all s; t 2 P . The current lemma is the case
where Q1 = ffu; vgg.
Assume that ml(Q1) = 1. Let P 2 Q1. Then P cannot be of the forms in cases 1 and 2.
Thus s =E t holds for all s; t 2 P implies that all elements of P are of the form ‚x:F (¢ ¢ ¢)
for the same free variable F . Hence `(s) =E `(t) holds for all s; t 2 P . In a similar way
we can prove that if `(s) =E `(t) holds for all s; t 2 P , then s =E t holds for all s; t 2 P .
Assume that ml(Q1) > 1. Then case 1 or 2 applies and yields Q2 = (Q1 ¡ fPg) [
fP1; : : : ; Pmg. The induction hypothesis is that the above assertion holds for Q2. In
order to prove the assertion for Q1, we need only to prove that if the assertion holds for
fP1; : : : ; Pmg then it holds for fPg.
Case 1. Since a 62 C(E), we have that ‚x:a(s1m) =E ¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:a(skm) ifi ‚x:s1i =E
¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:ski for all i = 1; : : : ;m, and that ‚x:`(a(s1m)) =E ¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:`(a(skm)) ifi
‚x:`(s1i ) =E ¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:`(ski ) for all i = 1; : : : ;m. Now assume that the assertion holds
for fP1; : : : ; Pmg, i.e. ‚x:s1i =E ¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:ski ifi ‚x:`(s1i ) =E ¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:`(ski ) for all
i = 1; : : : ;m. Then we have that ‚x:a(s1m) =E ¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:a(skm) ifi ‚x:`(a(s1m)) =E
¢ ¢ ¢ =E ‚x:`(a(skm)), i.e. the assertion holds for fPg.
Case 2. Assume that the assertion holds for fP1; : : : ; Pmg, i.e. u =E v for all u; v 2 Pi
ifi `(u) =E `(v) for all u; v 2 Pi, where i = 1; : : : ;m. Since u =E v holds by deflnition for
all u; v 2 Pi and i = 1; : : : ;m, we have `(u) =E `(v) for all u; v 2 Pi and i = 1; : : : ;m.
Let ˆ = fr 7! Xi j ‚x:r 2 Pi; 1 • i • mg, where X1; : : : ; Xm are new distinct free
variables. Assume that s; t are two arbitrary elements of P . We prove that s =E t ifi
`(s) =E `(t).
The \only if" case. If s =E t, then ˆ(s) =E ˆ(t) by Lemma 2.3. Let ‚x:ri be an
element of Pi and `(‚x:ri) be of the form ‚x:vi for i = 1; : : : ;m. Then deflne ˆ0 =
fXi 7! vi j 1 • i • mg. Since `(u) =E `(v) holds for all u; v 2 Pi and i = 1; : : : ;m,
`(s) =E ˆ0(ˆ(s)) =E ˆ0(ˆ(t)) =E `(t) holds.
The \if" case. Assume `(s) =E `(t). Since fP1; : : : ; Pmg = …E(R), u0 =E v0 holds for
u0; v0 2 P1 [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ Pm if and only if u0; v0 2 Pi holds for some 1 • i • m. Since `(u0) =E
`(v0) always implies u0 =E v0, `(u0) 6=E `(v0) holds for u0 2 Pi and v0 2 Pl with i 6= l.
Remember that `(u) =E `(v) holds for all u; v 2 Pi. Thus we have f`(P1); : : : ; `(Pm)g =
…E(`(R)). Let ˆ00 = f`(r) 7! Xi j ‚x:r 2 Pi; 1 • i • mg. By Lemma 2.3, if `(s) =E `(t)
then ˆ00(`(s)) =E ˆ00(`(t)). Thus ˆ(s) = ˆ00(`(s)) =E ˆ00(`(t)) = ˆ(t), holds. Again by
Lemma 2.3 s =E t holds. 2
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2.5. higher-order equational preunification
A uniflcation pair u=? v is an unordered pair of terms u and v of the same type. A
uniflcation pair is said to be rigid{rigid if both terms are rigid, °exible{rigid if one term
is °exible and the other rigid, and °exible{°exible if both terms are °exible. A uniflcation
problem S is a flnite multiset of uniflcation pairs. Note that u=? v 2 S if and only if
v=? u 2 S. It is assumed that all terms in a uniflcation problem are fi-converted with
respect to common lists of bound variables. Thus both sides of a uniflcation pair always
have the same list of outer ‚-binders. A uniflcation problem fs1 =? t1; : : : ; sn =? tng may
also be written as fsn =? tng. Given a substitution µ = fXn 7! tng, we use [µ] to denote
fXn =? tng.
A substitution µ is called a (higher-order) E-unifler of a uniflcation problem S if
µ(u) =E µ(v) holds for each uniflcation pair u=? v in S. A uniflcation problem S is said
to be E-uniflable if and only if it has an E-unifler. The set of all E-uniflers of S is denoted
by UE(S). For a variable set W µ V, a complete set of E-uniflers of S away from W,
denoted as CSUE(S)[W], is a set U µ UE(S) such that
(completeness) 8µ 2 UE(S) 9¾ 2 U: ¾ •E µ [FV(S)], and
(protectiveness) 8¾ 2 U: D(¾) µ FV(S) and I(¾) \ (D(¾) [W) = ;.
For every flnite variable set W µ V, the protectiveness condition can always be assumed
without loss of generality, since for any substitution µ, there always exists a substitution ¾
away from D(¾)[W such that µ •E ¾ [FV(S)] and ¾ •E µ [FV(S)]. We assume thatW
contains all free variables used in the surrounding context and is therefore omitted. In
this case, the requirement that I(¾) \ (D(¾) [ W) = ; ensures that the E-uniflers in
CSUE(S) only introduce new free variables. We may require the conditionD(¾) µ FV(S)
without loss of generality since any E-unifler of S not satisfying the condition is always
subsumed by another more general one satisfying the condition.
Following Huet (1975), only preuniflcation is considered in this paper, so that a solution
to a uniflcation problem is a substitution together with a set of °exible{°exible uniflcation
pairs.
A uniflcation pair F =? t in a uniflcation problem S is said to be solved in S, and F
is said to be a solved variable in S, if F 62 FV(t) [ FV(S ¡ fF =? tg). A uniflcation
problem S is said to be presolved if every uniflcation pair in S is either solved or
°exible{°exible. For a uniflcation problem S we use F(S) to denote the multiset of all
°exible{°exible uniflcation pairs in S. For a presolved uniflcation problem S of the form
fF1 =? t1; : : : ; Fn =? tn; : : :g where F1; : : : ; Fn are all the solved variables in S, we use ~S
to denote the substitution fFn 7! tng. Furthermore we use S^ to denote the substitution
fG 7! ‚ym:X j ‚x:G(tm) ?= v 2 FF(S); G 2 Vfim!fl ; yi 2 Vfii ; i = 1; : : : ;m;X 2 Vflg
where X is a new free variable for each G. Both substitutions ~S and S^ are determined
by S. Their composition S^ ~S is a unifler of S. Note that the substitution S^ was flrst
deflned in Section 3.3 of Huet (1975) and is denoted by ‡ there.
A uniflcation pair u=? v (or a uniflcation problem S) is called E-acceptable if all
°exible subterms in u=? v (or S, respectively) are trivial ones. For example, the unifl-
cation pair ‚x:f(‚y:F (x; y)) =? ‚x:G(x) is E-acceptable, the uniflcation pairs F (a) =? a
and f(X;‚y:X) =? a are not. Intuitively, when viewing terms as flrst-order, E-acceptable
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fu ?= vg [ S =)(Abs) f`(u) ?=`(v); H1 ?=‚x1k1 :u1; : : : ; Hn
?=‚xnkn :ung [ S
where
1 at least one of u and v is rigid,
2 PMFS(u; v) = fh‚x1k1 ; u1i); : : : ; h‚xnkn ; unig, and
3 ` = fh‚xnkn ; un 7! Hn(xnkn)ig with distinct new variables H1; : : : ; Hn of appro-
priate types.
Figure 1. HEU-transformation (Abs).
uniflcation problems can be solved by the parameterizing flrst-order E-uniflcation pro-
cedure.
We write PMFS(S) for Su=?v2SPMFS(u;v) andMFS(S) for Su=?v2SMFS(u;v).
A free variable H is called trivial in a uniflcation problem S if it only occurs in trivial
°exible subterms in S; otherwise, i.e. if it occurs in some proper °exible subterms in S,
it is called proper in S.
3. Higher-Order Equational Preuniflcation via Transformations
This section presents three transformations, called HEU -transformations (Abs), (E-
Uni) and (Bin), following the style of Snyder and Gallier (1989). The transformations are
viewed as a higher-order equational preuniflcation procedure which may be nondetermin-
istic and non-terminating, and is parameterized by a flrst-order E-uniflcation procedure
admitting arbitrary free function symbols. Several small examples in this section and a
main example in Section 6 illustrate the application of these transformations.
The basic idea of HEU -transformations is to approximate nondeterministically every
E-unifler in a top-down manner by repeatedly E-unifying \top layers" of uniflcation
pairs and computing substitutions for free head variables. Roughly speaking, the HEU -
transformations correspond to the following steps.
(i) Construct an E-acceptable uniflcation pair from the \top layer" of a given uniflcation
pair.
(ii) Solve several E-acceptable uniflcation pairs by the parameterizing procedure.
(iii) Bind a free head variable of a uniflcation pair by a so-called partial binding deflned
below [generalizing the corresponding step in Snyder and Gallier (1989)].
Figure 1 givesHEU -transformation (Abs), which constructs a \top E-acceptable layer"
of a uniflcation pair by replacing maximal °exible subterms with trivial °exible subterms.
Note that the resulting uniflcation pair `(u) =? `(v) in HEU -transformation (Abs) is
always E-acceptable.
The bound variable arguments xiki of the trivial °exible subterms Hi(x
i
ki
) in HEU -
transformation (Abs) prevent the loss of uniflers. For example, the uniflcation pair
‚x:F (a; x) =? ‚x:x has a unifler fF 7! ‚xy:yg, but the uniflcation pair ‚x:H =? ‚x:x
obtained by replacing F (a; x) with H would not be uniflable.
Figure 2 deflnes HEU -transformation (E-Uni), which computes an E-unifler µ of an
E-acceptable subset S0 of a uniflcation problem S0 [ S.
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S0 [ S =)(E¡Uni) [µ] [ µ(S)
where
1 S0 is E-acceptable,
2 MFS(S0) = fG1(x1k1); : : : ; Gn(xnkn)g and ‰ = fGn(xnkn) 7! Yng with distinct
new variables Y1; : : : ; Yn,
3 ¾ is a flrst-order E-unifler of ‰(S0) (i.e. f‰(s) =? ‰(t) j s=? t 2 S0g) computed
by the parameterizing flrst-order E-uniflcation procedure,
4 `i = fh‚ym; Z 7! Z 0(xiki ; ym)i j h‚ym; Zi 2 PMFS(¾Yi)g where 1 • i • n are
conditional mappings, and the variables Z 0 are new variables which are distinct
ifi the variables Z or the lists xikiym are distinct, and
5 µ = fG1 7! ‚x1k1 :`1(¾Y1); : : : ; Gn 7! ‚xnkn :`n(¾Yn)g.
Figure 2. HEU-transformation (E-Uni).
Consider the example in Section 1 using the notations from Figure 2. Then G1(x1k1),
G2(x2k2), Y1 and Y2 in Item 2 are F (x), G(x), X and Y , respectively, and the flrst-order
E-unifler ¾ in Item 3 is fX 7! Z1 ⁄ x ⁄ Z2; Y 7! Z1g with new variables Z1 and Z2.
The conditional mappings `1 and `2 in Item 4 are fZ1 7! Z 01(x); Z2 7! Z 02(x)g and
fZ1 7! Z 01(x)g, respectively, with new variables Z 01 and Z 02. The substitution µ in Item 5
is fF 7! ‚x:Z 01(x) ⁄ x ⁄ Z 02(x); G 7! ‚x:Z 01(x)g.
The call of the parameterizing flrst-order E-uniflcation procedure in Item 3 takes ‰(S0)
as argument and yields a flrst-order E-unifler ¾ of ‰(S0) as result. If the procedure is
complete, then such a procedure call should be able to yield nondeterministically each
element ¾ of a complete set of E-uniflers of ‰(S0) (c.f. e.g. Gallier and Snyder, 1988).
During executing such a procedure call, all terms in S0 are viewed as flrst-order as
elaborated in Section 2.3, with the mechanism for viewing trivial °exible subterms as
flrst-order free variables captured explicitly by the mapping ‰ in Item 2. The flrst-order
E-unifler ¾ yielded in Item 3 is used in constructing an E-unifler µ in Item 5.
For the substitution µ to be well-deflned, the mapping ‰ should induce a one-to-one
correspondence between the sets fGng and fYng. To prove that Gi = Gj implies i = j, let
us assume that Gi = Gj holds for some 1 • i; j • n. By ¿(Gi) = ¿(Gj), we know ki = kj
and ¿(xip) = ¿(x
j
p), p = 1; : : : ; ki. Since S
0 is E-acceptable, Gi(xiki) is a maximal °exible
h‚xiki ; Gi(xiki)i-occurrence, and Gj(x
j
kj
) a maximal °exible h‚xjkj ; Gj(x
j
kj
)i-occurrence.
Since all terms in S0 are fi-converted, we have xiki = x
j
kj
, which impliesGi(xiki) = Gj(x
j
kj
).
Thus i = j.
The mappings `1; : : : ; `n in Item 4 are used in Item 5 to lift flrst-order variables in ¾
to trivial °exible subterms in µ. It is worth emphasizing here that two of these mappings
may lift one variable to difierent trivial °exible subterms. To see this, let Z be a variable
occurring both in ¾Yi with covering ‚y1m1 and in ¾Yj with covering ‚y
2
m2 and such that
xiki y
1
m1 6= xjkj y2m2 . Since terms are presumed to be fi-converted, the sequence of the types
of bound variables in xiki y
1
m1 in that order is difierent from that in x
j
kj
y2m2 . Thus we
have to use distinct variables Z 0 and Z 00 in constructing well typed terms Z 0(xiki ; y
1
m1)
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and Z 00(xjkj ; y
2
m2) for the mappings `i and `j , respectively. In other words, `i and `j
map Z into Z 0(xiki ; y
1
m1) and Z
00(xjkj ; y
2
m2), respectively, where Z
0 6= Z 00. Despite this, we
will show (in Lemma 3.1) that HEU -transformation (E-Uni) yields an E-unifler µ of S0
by Lemma 2.4.
As a simple example, consider
E = fg(X;Y ) ’ Y g and S0 = ff(‚x:G1(x); ‚y:G2(y)) ?= f(‚x:G3(x); ‚y:G4(y))g;
where the bound variables x and y have difierent types. Let ‰ in Item 2 be fG1(x) 7!
Y1; G2(y) 7! Y2; G3(x) 7! Y3; G4(y) 7! Y4g. Then ¾ = fYi 7! Z1 j i = 1; 3g [ fYi 7!
g(Z1; Z2) j i = 2; 4g may be a flrst-order E-unifler of ‰(S0) computed in Item 3. Now
the mappings in Item 4 may be constructed as `1 = `3 = fZ1 7! Z 0(x)g and `2 =
`4 = fZ1 7! Z 00(y); Z2 7! Z 000(y)g. Note that `1 and `2 map Z1 into Z 0(x) and Z 00(y),
respectively. The resulting E-unifler µ of S0 constructed in Item 5 is
µ=fG1 7!‚x:Z 0(x); G2 7!‚y:g(Z 00(y);Z 000(y)); G3 7!‚x:Z 0(x); G4 7!‚y:g(Z 00(y);Z 000(y))g:
One may wonder why HEU -transformation (E-Uni) should allow difierent mappings
in `1; : : : ; `n to lift one variable to difierent trivial °exible subterms, since this seems
unnecessary in the above example. Indeed, the substitution ¾ is E-equivalent to the
substitution ¾0 = fYi 7! Z1 j i = 1; 3g[fYi 7! g(Z3; Z2) j i = 2; 4g. If the parameterizing
procedure in Item 3 yielded ¾0 instead of ¾, then the mappings in Item 4 could be
constructed as `1 = `3 = fZ1 7! Z 0(x)g and `2 = `4 = fZ3 7! Z 00(y); Z2 7! Z 000(y)g,
where each Zi is lifted to a distinct trivial °exible subterm, and the same µ as above
could be constructed in Item 5. However, there is no guarantee that the parameterizing
procedure in Item 3 only yields ¾0, and not ¾.
Lemma 3.1. The substitution µ in HEU-transformation (E-Uni) is always an E-unifler
of S0.
Proof. We use the notations in Figure 2. In addition, we assume that ˆi = fhym; Z 7!
Xi j hym; Zi 2 PMFS(¾Yi)g for i = 1; : : : ; n are conditional mappings such that the
variables X are new variables which are distinct ifi the variables Z or the lists xiki ym
are distinct. Deflne a substitution ¾0 = fYn 7! ˆn(¾Yn)g. By Lemma 2.4, since ¾ is an
E-unifler of ‰(S0), ¾0 is also an E-unifler of ‰(S0). Since µ is directly obtained by lifting ¾0
where distinct free variables are lifted into distinct °exible subterms, µ is an E-unifler
of S0. 2
Now we turn to considering HEU -transformation (Bin), which deals with °exible{rigid
uniflcation pairs. The basic idea is due to Huet (1975), and its formulation here to Snyder
and Gallier (1989). By way of preparation, we flrst review Deflnition 4.8 in Snyder and
Gallier (1989). A partial binding of type fin ! fl is a term of the form
‚yn:b(Hq(yn)"·)
for some b 2 A, where
1. ¿(yi) = fii for 1 • i • n,
2. ¿(b) = °q ! fl for 1 • i • q, and
3. ¿(Hi) = (fi1 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ (fin ! °i)) for 1 • i • q.
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f‚x:F (un) ?=‚x:a(vm)g[S =)(Bin) fF ?= tg[fF 7! tg(f‚x:F (un) ?=‚x:a(vm)g[S)
where ‚xk:F (un) =? ‚xk:a(vm) is °exible-rigid and t is a variant of a partial binding
‚yn:b(Hq(yn)"·)
appropriate to F with an atom b such that
1 if t is an imitation and a 2 C ¡ C(E), then b 2 fag [ C(E), and
2 if t is a projection, b = yi for some 1 • i • n and a 2 C¡ C(E), then the head
H(ui) of ui is either a free variable or a function symbol in fag [ C(E).
Note that b is arbitrary if neither 1 nor 2 applies.
Figure 3. HEU-transformation (Bin).
Note that the type °i above need not be a base type. Thus ·-expansion "· may be
necessary to compute a long fl-normal form of Hi(yn).
A partial binding as above is called an imitation if b is a function symbol. It is called a
projection if b is the bound variable yi for some 1 • i • n. A variant of the partial binding
is obtained by replacing H1; : : : ; Hq with distinct new variables. A partial binding t is
appropriate to a free variable F if ¿(t) = ¿(F ).
Figure 3 deflnes HEU -transformation (Bin). The choice of a partial binding t in HEU -
transformation (Bin) is necessarily more nondeterministic than that for the corresponding
transformations in Snyder and Gallier (1989) because of the presence of the equational
theory E. For example, in the case of imitation in Figure 3, if a(Xm) ’ Xi 2 E, where
X1; : : : ; Xm are free variables, then b may be chosen to be the head of vi. Optimiza-
tions may be incorporated into the uniflcation procedure when we know more about
the equational theory E. For example, if E is collapse-free, i.e. there are no equations
of the form f(tm) ’ X 2 E with a function symbol f and a free variable X, then
HEU -transformation (Bin) may be restricted so that b 2 C(E) if and only if a 2 C(E).
We simply write S1 =) S2 for S1 =)(Abs) S2, S1 =)(E¡Uni) S2 and S1 =)(bin) S2,
when we do not wish to stress which HEU -transformation is being used. The notation
S1 =)⁄ Sn denotes a flnite or empty sequence of applications of HEU -transformations
S1 =) ¢ ¢ ¢ =) Sn with n ‚ 1.
4. Soundness
It is easy to check the following soundness lemma for HEU -transformation (Abs):
Lemma 4.1. If S1 =)(Abs) S2 then UE(S2) µ UE(S1).
To prove the soundness of HEU -transformations (E-Uni) and (Bin) we flrst prove a
lemma.
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Lemma 4.2. Let S0 [ S be a uniflcation problem. If µ is a unifler of S0, then UE([µ] [
µ(S)) µ UE(S0 [ S).
Proof. Let ¾ 2 UE([µ][ µ(S)). Since ¾ unifles [µ], we have ¾(X) =E ¾(µ(X)) for every
free variableX. This means that ¾ =E ¾µ. Since µ is a unifler of S0, ¾ is also a unifler of S0.
Furthermore, since ¾ is a unifler of µ(S), we have ¾(u) =E ¾(µ(u)) =E ¾(µ(v)) =E ¾(v)
for every u=? v 2 S, i.e. ¾ is also a unifler of S. Hence ¾ 2 UE(S0 [ S). 2
The soundness of HEU -transformation (E-Uni) is a direct consequence of Lemmas 4.2
and 3.1.
Lemma 4.3. If S1 =)(E¡Uni) S2 then UE(S2) µ UE(S1).
The soundness proof for HEU -transformation (Bin) is essentially that by Snyder and
Gallier (1989).
Lemma 4.4. If S1 =)(Bin) S2 then UE(S2) µ UE(S1).
Proof. We use the notations in Figure 3. Then S1 and S2 must be of the following
forms:
S1 = f‚x:F (un) ?=‚x:a(vm)g [ S; and
S2 = fF ?= tg [ fF 7! tg(f‚x:F (un) ?=‚x:a(vm)g [ S):
Now we divide S1 =)(Bin) S2 into two sub-steps:
S1 =)1 fF ?= tg [ S1 =)2 S2:
By Lemma 4.2, we have UE(S2) µ UE(fF =? tg [ S1). Hence, UE(S2) µ UE(S1). Note
that the conditions on a, b and H(ui) in Figure 3 have no consequences for soundness.
2
As a direct consequence of Lemmas 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4, we have the following soundness
result.
Theorem 4.5. (Soundness) If S1 =)⁄ S2 then UE(S2) µ UE(S1).
In particular, Theorem 4.5 implies that if S1 =)⁄ S2 holds with a presolved S2 then
the substitution S^2 ~S2 is an E-unifler of S1.
5. Completeness and Control Strategy
Completeness of a higher-order preuniflcation procedure for the simply typed ‚-calculus
usually refers to nondeterministic completeness. In this paper, a higher-order E-preunifl-
cation procedure is said to be complete if whenever an input uniflcation problem S1 has
an E-unifler µ, the procedure has a flnite run for S1 which yields a presolved uniflca-
tion problem S2 with ~S2 •E µ [D(µ)]. Note that in general a run may be inflnite and a
(pre)uniflcation procedure may nondeterministically have many runs.
Two technical aspects of the condition ~S2 •E µ [D(µ)] in the above deflnition of
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completeness should be mentioned here. The flrst aspect is that the condition uses [D(µ)],
instead of [FV(S1)] as in e.g. Snyder and Gallier (1989). In fact, the difierence is not
essential, since we could have restricted ourselves to consider only those E-uniflers µ
with D(µ) = FV(S1) in the deflnition above without loss of generality, and the difierence
would no longer exist. The reason for us to use the condition with [D(µ)] is that the
termination proof in this case is easier than to use the condition with [FV(S1)].
The second aspect is that the substitution ~S2 in the condition need not be an E-unifler
of S1. However, if the preuniflcation procedure is complete in the above sense, then the
substitution S^2 ~S2 is an E-unifler of S1 by the soundness result. For example, assume
that E = ; and S1 = S2 = f‚x:F (x) =? ‚x:G(x)g. Obviously, S1 and S2 are presolved,
and ~S2 = fg and S^2 = fF 7! ‚x:X;G 7! ‚x:Xg. Thus S^2 ~S2 is an E-unifler of S1,
but ~S2 is not. The above deflnition of completeness su–ces for preuniflcation, since a
preuniflcation procedure needs only to detect the existence of an E-unifler. By means of
the above deflnition, we can avoid the introduction of the notion of pre-uniflers in Snyder
and Gallier (1989). One might ask why we do not use S^2 ~S2 at the place of ~S2 in the above
deflnition. The problem is that S^2 ~S2 need not be more general than µ. To see this, let us
consider the above example again. The substitution µ = fF 7! ‚x:H(x); G 7! ‚x:H(x)g
is an E-unifler of S1, but S^2 ~S2 •E µ [D(µ)] does not hold.
In order to ensure the completeness for higher-order E-preuniflcation, we require that
the parameterizing flrst-order E-uniflcation procedure is complete in the sense that when-
ever a flrst-order uniflcation problem S has a flrst-order E-unifler µ, there exists a flnite
run of the procedure for S yielding a flrst-order E-unifler, which is more general than µ.
Note that a flrst-order E-uniflcation procedure is complete if it always terminates and
yields a complete set of flrst-order E-uniflers.
In order to prove the completeness of our higher-order E-preuniflcation procedure, a
special control strategy on HEU -transformations is used. To deflne the control strategy,
a uniflcation problem S is uniquely split into four disjoint multisets by
S = SjSol [ SjE¡Uni [ SjFF [ SjRes;
where
1. SjSol is the multiset of all solved uniflcation pairs in S,
2. SjE¡Uni is the multiset of all uniflcation pairs in S ¡ SjSol whose free variables are
all trivial in S ¡ SjSol,
3. SjFF is the multiset of all °exible{°exible uniflcation pairs in S¡ (SjSol[SjE¡Uni),
and
4. SjRes is the rest of S, i.e. S ¡ (SjSol [ SjE¡Uni [ SjFF ).
Intuitively, the uniflcation pairs in SjSol are solved and therefore need not be E-unifled.
The multiset SjE¡Uni is itself an E-acceptable uniflcation problem consisting of all those
uniflcation pairs in S ¡ SjSol that should be E-unifled by HEU -transformation (E-Uni).
The multiset SjFF consists of °exible{°exible uniflcation pairs and need not be considered
in preuniflcation. Note that the multiset SjRes can only contain °exible{rigid and rigid{
rigid uniflcation pairs.
The control strategy, called the control strategy CS, is given in Figure 4. It consists
of three steps. One run of Step 1 may apply HEU -transformation (Abs) many times,
whereas one run of Step 2 and Step 3 can apply HEU -transformation (E-Uni) and HEU -
transformation (Bin), respectively, at most once. The example in Section 6 uses the
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Let S denote the current uniflcation problem updated by each application of a trans-
formation. The following steps are performed until either S becomes presolved or the
execution of a call to the parameterizing procedure in HEU -transformation (E-Uni)
terminates with failure.
Step 1. Repeatedly apply HEU -transformation (Abs) to a uniflcation pair in SjRes
until SjRes becomes empty. Go to Step 2.
Step 2. Apply HEU -transformation (E-Uni) to the entire multiset SjE¡Uni. Go to
Step 3.
Step 3. If HEU -transformation (Bin) is applicable to some uniflcation pair in SjRes,
apply HEU -transformation (Bin) to that uniflcation pair. Go to Step 1.
Figure 4. The control strategy CS.
control strategy. In the rest of the paper, \Step i" always denotes \Step i of the control
strategy CS.
The control strategy CS is not the only one that is complete. The breadth-flrst traversal
of the transformation tree, for example, is another complete control strategy on HEU -
transformations. The difierence is that the control strategy CS avoids some of those
HEU -transformations that lead only to failure cases, while the breadth-flrst traversal
tries all HEU -transformations. Therefore, the control strategy CS must be much more
e–cient in space and time than the breadth-flrst traversal in most cases. Intuitively,
the control strategy CS delays the application of the extremely nondeterministic HEU -
transformation (Bin) to some extent and pushes uniflcation problems as much as possible
into the parameterizing procedure. This ensures that our higher-order E-uniflcation pro-
cedure is more tractable in many special cases, e.g. when the parameterizing procedure
is terminating and flnitely branching.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the notion of completeness for HEU -
transformations assumes the existence of an E-unifler for an input uniflcation problem.
In order to keep track of the E-unifler during the HEU -transformation process and to
describe the control of the HEU -transformation process based on the structure of the
E-unifler, we deflne controlled HEU -transformations (short: CHEU-transformations) in
Figure 5, which are on pairs hµ; Si of substitutions µ and uniflcation problems S with
µ 2 UE(S). We give CHEU -transformations the same names as HEU -transformations to
emphasize their direct correspondence.
A sequence of CHEU -transformations is said to be induced by a sequence of HEU -
transformations if the CHEU -transformations are induced by the HEU -transformations
at the corresponding positions. A sequence of CHEU -transformations is said to be under
the control strategy CS if it is induced by a sequence of HEU -transformations under the
control strategy CS.
In CHEU -transformation (E-Uni), D(µ00)\D(µ0) = ; holds and the substitution µ0[µ00
is well deflned since µ is presumed to introduce only new variables. Since µ0 is an E-unifler
of S0[S, µ0[µ00 is an E-unifler of [µ][µ(S). In CHEU -transformation (Bin), µ00(t) = µ0(F )
holds by deflnition.
Our completeness proof consists of two main parts. In the flrst part, we show that
for any pair hµ1; S1i comprising a substitution µ1 and a uniflcation problem S1 with
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From the HEU -transformation (Abs) in Figure 1, CHEU -transformation (Abs) is de-
flned as
hµ0; fu=? vg[Si =)(Abs)hµ0[fHn 7!µ0(‚xnkn :un)g; f`(u) =? `(v); Hn =? ‚xnkn :ung[Si:
From the HEU -transformation (E-Uni) in Figure 2, if µ •E µ0, then we deflne CHEU -
transformation (E-Uni) as
hµ0; S0 [ Si =)(E¡Uni) hµ0 [ µ00; [µ] [ µ(S)i;
where µ00 is a substitution such that µ00µ =E µ0 [D(µ)] and D(µ00) = I(µ).
From the HEU -transformation (Bin) in Figure 3, CHEU -transformation (Bin) is de-
flned as
hµ0; f‚x:F (un) =? ‚x:a(vm)g [ Si =)(Bin) hµ00; [µ] [ µ(f‚x:F (un) =? ‚x:a(vm) [ S)i;
where F 2 D(µ0), µ0(F ) = ‚yn:b(sq), µ00 = µ0 [ fHq 7! ‚yn:sqg and µ = fF 7! tg.
Figure 5. CHEU-transformations (Abs), (E-Uni) and (Bin).
µ1 2 UE(S1) where either S1 is the original uniflcation problem or the pair is the result
of a sequence of CHEU -transformations under the control strategy CS, if S1 is not pre-
solved, then the next CHEU -transformation under the control strategy CS is applicable
and transforms the pair hµ1; S1i into a pair hµ2; S2i with µ2 2 UE(S2) such that µ2 is E-
equivalent to µ1 when restricted to D(µ1). The second part shows that for any pair hµ0; S0i
comprising a substitution µ0 and a uniflcation problem S0 with µ0 2 UE(S0), all sequences
of CHEU -transformations issuing from hµ0; S0i under the control strategy CS are flnite,
and if hµf ; Sf i is the result of such a sequence to which no CHEU -transformations are
applicable, then Sf is a presolved uniflcation problem. Since µf 2 UE(Sf ), the substi-
tution ~Sf is more general than µf , and thus more general than µ0 when restricted to
D(µ0).
We flrst show a property of Step 1.
Lemma 5.1. The execution of Step 1 always terminates with a uniflcation problem S0
where the multiset S0jRes is empty.
Proof. Assume that Step 1 produces a sequence
S1 =)(Abs) S2 =)(Abs) S3 =)(Abs) ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Let Sj =)(Abs) Sj+1 be an arbitrary but flxed HEU -transformation (Abs) in the above
sequence and be of the form as in Figure 1, where Sj is fu=? vg [ S and Sj+1 is
f`(u) =? `(v), Hn =? ‚xnkn :ung [ S. Step 1 requires that u=? v is in SjjRes. Note that
every uniflcation pair in SjjRes is either °exible{rigid or rigid{rigid. It is straightforward
to see that `(u) =? `(v) is in Sj+1jE¡Uni and that all uniflcation pairs Hn =? ‚xnkn :un are
in Sj+1jFF . Thus Sj+1jRes contains fewer uniflcation pairs than SjjRes. Hence, the above
sequence produced by Step 1 must terminate with a uniflcation problem Sg where SgjRes
is empty. 2
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We give some properties of HEU -transformation (E-Uni) and Step 2.
Lemma 5.2. We use the notations in Figure 2. If the parameterizing procedure is com-
plete, and if µ0 is an E-unifler of the uniflcation problem S0, then the HEU-transformation
(E-Uni) in Figure 2 has a flnite run yielding a substitution µ such that µ •E µ0 holds.
Proof Let ˆ = fGi(xiki) 7! µ0(Gi(xiki)) j 1 • i • ng. Then µ0(S0) = fˆ(s) =? ˆ(t) j
s=? t 2 S0g. Since µ0 is an E-unifler of S0, ˆ(s) =E ˆ(t) holds for every s=? t 2 S0.
Assume that PMFS(µ0(S0)) = fh‚z1h1 ; s1i; : : : ; h‚z
g
hg
; sgig. Let ` = fh‚zihi ; si 7! Zii j
1 • i • gg be a mapping with new variables Z1; : : : ; Zg such that Zi = Zj ifi zihi = z
j
hj
and si =E sj . By Lemma 2.4, `(ˆ(s)) =E `(ˆ(t)) holds for every s=? t 2 S0.
Since S0 is E-acceptable, every maximal °exible h‚zjhj ; sji-occurrence for 1 • j • g
occurs in some ‚xiki :µ
0(Gi(xiki)) for 1 • i • n. Let ‚xiki :ti be the result of replacing each
of these h‚zjhj ; sji-occurrences in ‚xiki :µ0(Gi(xiki)) by Zj for 1 • j • g. For the mapping
‰ = fGi(xiki) 7! Yi j 1 • i • ng, we construct a substitution ¾0 = fYi 7! ti j 1 • i • ng.
For all s=? t 2 S0, we have ¾0(‰(s)) = `(ˆ(s)), ¾0(‰(t)) = `(ˆ(t)). Thus ¾0(‰(s)) =E
¾0(‰(t)) holds. Hence, ¾0 is an E-unifler of ‰(S0).
Since the parameterizing procedure is complete, it has a flnite run yielding an E-
unifler ¾ as required in Figure 2 with ¾ •E ¾0. Thus HEU -transformation (E-Uni) has
a flnite run. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that the substitution µ, which is
constructed from ¾, satisfles µ •E µ0. 2
Lemma 5.3. We use the notations in Figure 2. Assume that S0 = (S0 [ S)jE¡Uni and
(S0[S)jRes = ;. Then ([µ][ µ(S))jE¡Uni is empty, and ([µ][ µ(S))jRes may only contain
°exible{rigid uniflcation pairs where the heading free variables of the °exible sides are
proper in [µ] [ µ(S).
Proof. Since S0 = (S0[S)jE¡Uni and (S0[S)jRes = ;, we have S = (S0[S)jSol [ (S0[
S)jFF . Thus, a uniflcation pair in [µ] [ µ(S) must be either in [µ] or µ((S0 [ S)jSol) or
µ((S0 [ S)jFF ).
By the construction of µ, [µ] µ ([µ] [ µ(S))jSol holds.
Again by the construction of µ, F 62 D(µ) holds for every F =? t 2 (S0 [ S)jSol. Thus
µ((S0 [ S)jSol) µ ([µ] [ µ(S))jSol holds.
By deflnition, µ((S0 [S)jFF ) = fµ(u) =? µ(v) j u=? v 2 (S0 [S)jFF g. For any u=? v 2
(S0 [ S)jFF , since u=? v contains free variables that are proper in S0 [ S, at least one
of H(u) and H(v) must be such a proper free variable; otherwise u=? v would be in
(S0 [ S)jSol or in (S0 [ S)jE¡Uni. By the construction of µ, D(µ) contains only trivial
variables. Therefore, at least one of H(µ(u)) and H(µ(v)) is a proper free variable in
[µ][µ(S). Thus µ(u) =? µ(v) cannot be in ([µ][µ(S))jE¡Uni. Hence, ([µ][µ(S))jE¡Uni must
be empty. Furthermore, if µ(u) =? µ(v) is in ([µ][µ(S))jRes, then it must be °exible{rigid.
Note that ([µ][ µ(S))jRes may only contain some µ(u) =? µ(v) with u=? v 2 (S0 [S)jFF .
Hence, ([µ][µ(S))jRes may only contain °exible{rigid uniflcation pairs where the heading
free variables of the °exible sides are proper in [µ] [ µ(S). 2
Corollary 5.4. If a run of Step 2 yields a uniflcation problem S, then SjE¡Uni is
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empty, and SjRes may only contain °exible{rigid uniflcation pairs where the heading free
variables of the °exible sides are proper in S.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 and the deflnition of Step 2. 2
Now we prove the flrst main completeness lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let hµ1; S1i be a pair comprising a substitution µ1 and a uniflcation prob-
lem S1 with µ1 2 UE(S1), where either S1 is the original uniflcation problem, or else
the pair is the result of a sequence of CHEU-transformations under the control strat-
egy CS. If S1 is not presolved, then the next CHEU-transformation under the control
strategy CS applies and is of the form hµ1; S1i =)T hµ2; S2i with µ2 2 UE(S2) and
T 2 f(Abs); (E-Uni); (Bin)g such that
(i) S1 =)T S2,
(ii) µ1 =E µ2 [D(µ1)], and
(iii) µ2 2 UE(S2).
Proof. Assume that hµ1; S1i is the current pair during the execution of Step 1. Since
the uniflcation problem S1 with S1jRes = ; is that where Step 2 starts, which will be
considered below, we assume here that S1jRes 6= ;. Then the HEU -transformation (Abs)
in Step 1 is the next applicable transformation. We use the notations in the CHEU -
transformation (Abs) in Figure 5, where u=? v is in S1jRes, S1 is of the form fu=? vg[S
and µ0 is µ1. Then we let
µ2 = µ1 [ fHn 7! µ0(‚xnkn :un)g and S2 = f`(u) =? `(v); Hn =? ‚xnkn :ung [ S:
Thus clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) can be proved in a straightforward way.
Assume that hµ1; S1i is the current pair where Step 2 starts. We use the notations in the
CHEU -transformation (E-Uni) in Figure 5, where µ0 is µ1, S1 is S0[S with S0 = S1jE¡Uni,
µ2 is µ0 [ µ00 and S2 is [µ] [ µ(S). By Lemma 5.2 , the substitution µ may be constructed
such that µ •E µ0 holds. Now clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) can be proved in a straightforward
way. (See also the discussion after the deflnition of CHEU -transformation (E-Uni).)
Assume that hµ1; S1i is the current pair where Step 3 starts. By Corollary 5.4 we
know that S1jE¡Uni = ;. Since S1 is not presolved, S1jRes 6= ;. Again by Corol-
lary 5.4, S1jRes may only contain °exible{rigid uniflcation pairs. Thus a step of HEU -
transformation (Bin) can be applied in Step 3, as required. Since µ1 E-unifles S1jRes,
F 2 D(µ1) must hold for each ‚x:F (un) =? ‚x:a(vm) 2 S1jRes. Therefore, the HEU -
transformation (Bin) above induces a step of CHEU -transformation (Bin). Hence, clause
(i) holds. Clauses (ii) and (iii) can be proved in a straightforward way. 2
We now turn to proving that all sequences of CHEU -transformations under the control
strategy CS are flnite. First of all, let us deflne the size jtj of a term t to be the number
of atomic subterms in t. Then for a pair hµ; Si with µ 2 UE(S) we deflne a complexity
measure M(µ; S) as the sum of the sizes of the µ-bindings of proper variables in S which
are in D(µ), i.e.
M(µ; S) =
X
X2D(µ) and X is proper in S
jµ(X)j:
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We may show that going from Step 1 to Step 3 under the control strategy CS always
strictly reduces the complexity.
Lemma 5.6. If a run of Step 1 to Step 3 under the constrol strategy CS CHEU-transforms
hµ1; S1i into hµ4; S4i, then M(µ1; S1) > M(µ4; S4) holds.
Proof. If the run of Step 1 terminates and yields hµ2; S2i, then M(µ1; S1) = M(µ2; S2)
holds, since HEU -transformation (Abs) introduces no new proper variables.
We use the notations in the CHEU -transformation (E-Uni) in Figure 5, where S0 is
S2jE¡Uni, µ0 is µ2, and S0 [ S is S2. Since [µ] contains no proper variables, [µ] [ µ(S)
contains the same proper variables as S2. Let hµ3; S3i be hµ0 [ µ00; [µ] [ µ(S)i. Then
M(µ3; S3) = M(µ2; S2).
Now Step 3 should be executed. Note that S3 is not presolved; otherwise the transfor-
mation process should have terminated. By Corollary 5.4, S3jE¡Uni is empty. Thus S3jRes
is not empty. Again by Corollary 5.4, all uniflcation pairs in S3jRes are °exible{rigid and
the heading free variables on their °exible sides must be proper in S3. Assume that a uni-
flcation pair ‚x:F (un) =? ‚x:a(vm) 2 S3jRes is chosen for the HEU -transformation (Bin)
in Step 3. Let us use the notations of the HEU - and CHEU -transformation (Bin) in
Figures 3 and 5, respectively, where µ3 = µ0, S3 = f‚x:F (un) =? ‚x:a(vm)g [ S, µ4 =
µ0 [ fHq 7! ‚yn:sqg and S4 = [µ] [ µ(f‚x:F (un) =? ‚x:a(vm)g [ S). Note that we can
assume that F 2 D(µ3) and µ3(F ) = ‚yn:b(sq), since µ3 E-unifles ‚x:F (un) =? ‚x:a(vm).
Note also that µ4(Hi) = ‚yn:si hold for all i = 1; : : : ; q, F is not proper in S4 and
H1; : : : ; Hq are all newly introduced free variables in S4. Since jµ3(F )j >
P
1•i•q jµ4(Hi)j,
we have M(µ3; S3) > M(µ4; S4).
Putting the about results together, we have M(µ1; S1) > M(µ4; S4). 2
Now we give the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.7. (Completeness) Assume that the parameterizing flrst-order E-unifl-
cation procedure is complete. Then our higher-order E-preuniflcation procedure based on
HEU-transformations is complete.
Proof. Let hµ0; S0i be a pair of a substitution µ0 and a uniflcation problem S0 with
µ0 2 UE(S0). By repeated application of Lemmas 5.1, 5.5 and 5.6, there exists a flnite
sequence of CHEU -transformations under the control strategy CS such that
hµ0; S0i =)⁄ hµf ; Sf i
where Sf is presolved. Using Lemma 5.5 (i) the above sequence of CHEU -transformations
should be induced by a sequence of HEU -transformations
S0 =)⁄ Sf :
Lemma 5.5 (ii) implies that µ0 =E µf [D(µ0)]. Lemma 5.5 (iii) implies that µf 2 UE(Sf )
and thus ~Sf •E µf . Hence, we have ~Sf •E µ0 [D(µ0)]. Note that every run of HEU -
transformation (Abs) or (Bin) trivially terminates, and by Lemma 5.2, every run of
HEU -transformation (E-Uni) terminates. Thus the above sequence is a flnite run. 2
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6. An Example
In this section, an example is given to show the use of HEU -transformations and the
control strategy CS. Assume that E is the equational theory of Boolean rings with the
usual function symbols 0; 1;+; ⁄ [cf. e.g. Martin and Nipkow (1988)]. Let the parame-
terizing procedure be a flrst-order uniflcation algorithm for Boolean rings which admits
arbitrary free function symbols [cf. e.g. Boudet et al. (1989)]. Let
S0 = f‚x:F (x; Y ) + x ?=‚x:0g
be a uniflcation problem, where F and Y are free variables.
Since S0jRes = S0 and F (x; Y ) is the only maximal °exible subterm in S0, Step 1 yields
S1 = f‚x:H(x) + x ?=‚x:0; H ?=‚x:F (x; Y )g:
Now we have S1jE¡Uni = f‚x:H(x) + x=? ‚x:0g and S1jFF = fH =? ‚x:F (x; Y )g.
According to Step 2, HEU -transformation (E-Uni) is applied. Let us use the notation
used in Figure 2, where S0 is S1jE¡Uni, S is S1jFF , the mapping ‰ is chosen to be
fH(x) 7! Zg, and the flrst-order uniflcation problem is f‚x:Z + x=? ‚x:0g with free
function symbols ‚x and x. The parameterizing procedure may flnd a flrst-order E-
unifler ¾ = fZ 7! xg of the above flrst-order uniflcation problem. Since there are no new
variables in ¾(Z), the mapping ` is chosen to be the identity mapping, and therefore the
substitution µ is fH 7! ‚x:xg. The resulting uniflcation problem [µ] [ µ(S) is
S2 = fH ?=‚x:x; ‚x:F (x; Y ) ?=‚x:xg:
We have S2jSol = fH =? ‚x:xg and S2jRes = f‚x:F (x; Y ) =? ‚x:xg. According to
Step 3, HEU -transformation (Bin) is applicable and can yield
S3 = fH ?=‚x:x; F ?=‚xy:x; ‚x:x ?=‚x:xg
with respect to a projection substitution fF 7! ‚xy:xg.
Now we have S3jSol = fH =? ‚x:x; F =? ‚xy:xg and S3jE¡Uni = f‚x:x=? ‚x:xg. Since
S3jRes = ;, the control goes directly Step 2. The HEU -transformation (E-Uni) according
to Step 2 yields the uniflcation problem
S4 = fH ?=‚x:x; F ?=‚xy:xg
with respect to the identity substitution fg for S3jE¡Uni.
Since S4 is presolved, the transformation under the control strategy terminates. The
presolved S4 directly determines an E-unifler fF 7! ‚xy:xg of the initial uniflcation
problem S0.
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